TPO or PVC-clad 316 grade stainless steel seamless drain basin with bottom outlet. Designed for fast and watertight installations. Clad metal allows easy installation by heat welding. No glue or silicon is needed. Available in 2", 3", 4", and 6" outlet sizes.

optional:
- AL  
  cast aluminum dome, powder coated
- FG  
  flat grate (in plastic, copper, or stainless)

PART #
(TPO or PVC)-RD2TA  2" male thread
(TPO or PVC)-RD2NH  2" no-hub
(TPO or PVC)-RD3TA  3" male thread
(TPO or PVC)-RD3NH  3" no-hub
(TPO or PVC)-RD4NH  4" no-hub
(TPO or PVC)-RD6NH  6" no-hub

OPTIONS
TPO-  TPO-clad stainless flange
PVC-  PVC-clad stainless flange
-AL  dome, cast aluminum
-FG  flat grate, plastic
-FGC flat grate, copper
-FGS flat grate, stainless

Data is subject to manufacturing tolerances.